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CONTRACT TOKEN INCLUDING SENSOR DATA

BACKGROUND

[0001] Electronic devices are widely used in nearly every facet of society today.

Advances in computing ability, increases in power-efficiency, and cost decreases

have contributed to the widespread distribution and use of electronic devices in

homes, travel, schools, businesses, entertainment, commerce, and countless

other arenas of society. Increasing the capability of electronic devices may result

in even greater use of electronic devices in the future.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002] Certain examples are described in the following detailed description and

in reference to the drawings.

[0003] Figure 1 shows an example of an electronic device that supports

exchange of contract tokens including sensor data.

[0004] Figure 2 shows an example of a contract token exchange between

electronic devices.

[0005] Figure 3 shows an example of an electronic device storing contract tokens

at a token authority.

[0006] Figure 4 shows an example of a contract token exchange between

electronic devices through a token authority.

[0007] Figure 5 shows another example of a contract token exchange between

electronic devices through a token authority.

[0008] Figure 6 shows an example of logic that an electronic device may

implement to support exchange of contract tokens including sensor data.

[0009] Figure 7 shows an example of an electronic device that supports

exchange of contract tokens including sensor data.
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[0010] The discussion above may provide devices, systems, logic, circuitry, and

methods for the exchange of contract tokens including sensor data by electronic

devices. The features below may support efficient generation and exchange of

data tokens effectuating or recording a transaction, contract, obligation,



agreement, or common understanding between parties. Sensor data included in

such tokens may record an environment characteristic surrounding the electronic

device at the time of exchange, and may provide user verification or authenticity

validation for generated tokens. As such, the features described herein may

increase the efficiency and authenticity of contract token exchanges between

electronic devices.

[001 1] Figure 1 shows an example of an electronic device 100 that supports

exchange of contract tokens including sensor data. The electronic device 100 may

take any number of forms. In the particular example shown in Figure 1, the

electronic device 100 takes the form of a mobile communication device, e.g., a

mobile phone. Other example forms the electronic device 100 may take include a

laptop or desktop computer, tablet device, personal digital assistant (PDA) device,

portable music device, any wearable electronic device (such as a smartwatch

device or an optical head-mounted display device), a token exchange device, and

various other devices.

[0012] The electronic device 100 may include token circuitry 110 . The token

circuitry 11 may generate tokens, such as a contract token. Through a generated

contract token, the electronic device 100 may log a transaction, contract,

obligation, agreement, or understanding, e.g., as agreed upon by a user of the

electronic device 1 0 and user of a different electronic device. The token circuitry

110 may generate the contract token as any data file storing elements relevant to

a particular contract, agreement, or other understanding. Such elements may

include, as examples, contract terms, a contract type, party indication (e.g., an

offeror or offeree indicator), relevant date information (e.g., date offered, date

accepted, validity period), and more. Example elements of a contract token are

discussed in greater detail below.

[0013] The electronic device 100 may include sensor circuitry 112 to capture

sensor data. The sensor circuitry 112 may capture sensor data, and thus include

various types of circuitry to sense location data, image data, temperature,

atmospheric pressure, user-specific traits, surrounding landmarks, or any other

information pertaining to or obtained with respect to a surrounding physical

environment. The token circuitry 11 may generate a contract token that includes



sensor data. In particular, the token circuitry 0 may generate a contract token

including sensor data specifically captured for inclusion in the contract token. By

including sensor data with or as part of a contract token, the contract token may

include data to verify the authenticity of the contract token, the electronic device or

party providing the contract token, the location at which the contract token was

generated, or combinations thereof.

[0014] The token circuitry 110 may generate tokens of various types. For

example, the token circuitry 1 0 may generate a contract token including offer

terms for a contract, which may be referred to as a contract offer token. n

response to receiving a contract offer token and obtaining an acceptance indication

(e.g., from a device user), the token circuitry 110 may generate a contract

acceptance token. In the example shown in Figure 1, the token circuitry 110

includes the sub-circuitry 12 1 and 122, which may be part of the token circuitry 110

as hardware, executable instructions stored on a machine-readable medium, logic,

or as any other form the token circuitry 110 may take. Through the sub-circuitry

12 1 and 122, the token circuitry 110 may generate a contract acceptance token

comprising an acceptance indication and sensor data captured by the sensor

circuitry 112 as well as send the contract acceptance token comprising the sensor

data to a different electronic device.

[0015] Figure 2 shows an example of a contract token exchange between

electronic devices, in particular between the electronic devices labeled as 201 and

202 in Figure 2 . The electronic devices 201 and 202 may respectively include

token circuitry to support the exchange of contract tokens including sensor data.

In Figure 2, the electronic device 201 includes the token circuitry 2 10 and the

electronic device 202 includes the token circuitry 2 12 . The electronic devices 201

and 202 may exchange one or multiple contract tokens to record an agreement

between parties, such as an agreement reached by a user of the electronic device

201 and a user of the electronic device 202.

[0016] In the contract token exchange example shown in Figure 2 , the electronic

device 201 may present a contract offer to the electronic device 202 in the form of

a contract offer token. In doing so, the token circuitry 2 10 of the electronic device

201 may obtain offer terms for a contract. The contract offer terms may include



any provision forming part of a contract, such as pricing information, action

obligations, contract validity period, breach conditions, and more. To obtain the

offer terms, the electronic device 201 may include a user interface through which

the token circuitry 210 may request and receive offer terms. In some examples,

the token circuitry 2 10 may present an input screen through which offer terms are

input or support direct voice input of the contract terms by a user. The token

circuitry 2 10 may generate a contract offer token that specifies the obtained offer

term(s), and in Figure 2, the token circuitry 2 1 generates the contract offer token

labeled as 220.

[0017] The token circuitry 2 1 may include any number of token elements as part

of the contract offer token 220. As noted above, the contract offer token 220 may

include any number of contract offer terms. As another example of a token

element, the contract offer token 220 may include sensor data. In particular, the

contract offer token 220 may include sensor data collected by the device

generating the contract offer token 220 (which is the electronic device 201 for the

example shown in Figure 2). As seen in Figure 2, the token circuitry 2 10 includes

offering device sensor data 221 with the contract offer token 220. The sensor data

included as the offering device sensor data 221 may vary, and the token circuitry

2 10 may access specific types of sensor data to include with the contract offer

token 220. The token circuitry 2 10 may include the specific sensor data as an

authenticity indicator for the contract offer token 220, e.g., to validate the electronic

device 202 or user thereof to a target electronic device receiving the contract offer

token 220 or to validate the authenticity of the contract offer token 220 to confirm

the authenticity or existence of a contract entered between the parties.

[0018] Some example types of sensor data that token circuitry may include in a

token are presented next. In some examples, the token circuitry 2 10 accesses

location data sensed by electronic device 201 to include in the contract offer token

220. The location data may take the form of global positioning system (GPS) data

collected by GPS sensor circuitry of the electronic device 201 , e.g., a GPS

antenna. The token circuitry 2 10 may generate a contract token to include location

coordinates (such as latitude and longitude coordinate data), altitude or elevation

data, bearing, route data, nearby points of interest, or any other data indicative of



a location of the electronic device 201 . The location data may record a position of

the electronic device 201 at which the contract offer token 220 was generated or

sent, thus serving to track a particular user location upon presenting a contract

offer or entering an agreement.

[0019] As another example of sensor data, the token circuitry 2 10 may include

digital image data in the contract offer token 220. The electronic device 201 may

include a digital camera or other image capture circuitry, and the token circuitry

2 1 may cause capture of a digital image to include within the contract offer token

220. For instance, the token circuitry 2 10 may cause capture of a user image

through a front-facing camera of the electronic device 201 , which may record or

verify a particular user, person, agent, individual, or other entity presenting the offer

terms specified in the contract offer token 220. The digital image may, as another

example, depict the surroundings of the electronic device 201 . An image of the

device surroundings may verify or record a location of the electronic device 201 ,

for example in combination with location data included with the contract offer token

220.

[0020] As more examples of sensor data, the token circuitry 2 10 may include

acceierometer data or gyroscope data indicating an orientation of the electronic

device 201 . A proximity sensor (such as infrared circuitry) may capture proximity

data for the electronic device 201 , which the token circuitry 2 10 may include as

part of the contract offer token 220. Barometer data tracking atmospheric pressure

or temperature data indicating ambient temperature conditions are other examples

of sensor data the token circuitry 2 10 may access to include in a generated token.

[0021] As yet another example of sensor data, the token circuitry 2 1 may access

user-specific sensor data to include in the contract offer token 220. For instance,

the token circuitry 2 1 may cause sensor circuitry of the electronic device 201 to

capture a user heart rate via a heart rate monitor or a user finger print via a

fingerprint sensor. When the electronic device 201 includes a pedometer, the

token circuitry 2 1 may access pedometry data, such as a number of steps tracked

by the electronic device 201 within a predetermined time period prior to generating

or sending the contract offer token 220. These user-specific sensor data may



indicate, authenticate, or confirm the user as the contract offeror for the contract

offer token 220.

[0022] Through any of the above examples of sensor data, the token circuitry 2 0

may record environment data with respect to the electronic device 201 when the

contract offer token 220 is generated, allowing present or subsequent authenticity

verification of the contract offer token 220. The specific types of sensor data

included in a contract token may be configurable, e.g., through user request,

adjusting token generation parameters referenced by the token circuitry 2 10 , or in

various other ways. The token circuitry 2 10 may access sensor data previously

captured by the sensor circuitry and locally stored on the electronic device 201 .

Or, the token circuitry 2 10 may cause the sensor circuitry to capture sensor data

as part of the token generation process. In some examples, the sensor circuitry of

the electronic device 201 automatically captures sensor data in response to a token

generation trigger, such as a user indication to generate a contract token.

[0023] Aside from sensor data, the token circuitry 2 1 may include various other

elements within a contract token as well. For example, the token circuitry 2 1 may

specify a contract type for the contract offer token 220. The contract type may

denote a field or category with respect to the contract offer terms of contract formed

through acceptance of the contract offer terms. As another example, the token

circuitry 110 may include a date and time within the contract offer token 220, which

may specify the date and time the contract offer token 220 was generated. For a

contract offer token, the token circuitry 2 1 may include a token element indicating

an offer validity period in the contract offer token 220, after which an offer specified

through the contract offer token 220 expires. While some example token elements

have been described, the token circuitry 2 10 may include any element that

specifies any aspect of a contract, agreement, or understanding represented

through the token.

[0024] A token element may differentiate a particular contract token from other

contract tokens. In that regard, the token circuitry 2 1 may generate the contract

offer token 220 to include an identification value, such as through a global unique

identifier (QUID) according to any implementation of the universally unique

identifier UU D) standard. The token circuitry 2 10 may thus differentiate the



contract offer token 220 from other contract tokens generated or received by the

token circuitry 2 0 . The identification value may likewise differentiate a particular

token generated by an electronic device from other tokens also generated by the

electronic device.

[0025] Upon generating the contract offer token 220, the token circuitry 2 10 may

send the contract offer token 220 to a different electronic device. The different

electronic device may be an electronic device of a user or entity to which the

contract offers terms are offered to. In the example shown in Figure 2, the token

circuitry 2 1 sends the contract offer token 220 to the electronic device 202. The

token circuitry 2 10 may send the contract offer token 220 through a direct

connection between the electronic device 201 and the electronic device 202, such

as through a direct wired connection (e.g., via a linking cable) or direct wireless

connection (e.g., via a near field communication link, a Bluetooth link, or other

forms of direct wireless links). In other examples, the token circuitry 2 10 utilizes

an indirect data connection to send the contract offer token 220 to the electronic

device 202.

[0026] Upon receiving of the contract offer token 220, token circuitry 2 2 of the

electronic device 202 may process the contract offer token 220. The token circuitry

2 12 may extract particular elements of the contract offer token 220 to present, such

as through a user interface of the electronic device 202. Through the user

interface, the token circuitry 2 12 may present contract offer terms specified in the

contract offer token 220, the offering device sensor data 221 , other contract token

elements, or combinations thereof. Also, the token circuitry 2 12 may present an

acceptance prompt via the user interface, through which a user may indicate an

acceptance or rejection of the contract offer terms. When the contract offer terms

are accepted, the token circuitry 2 12 may obtain an acceptance indication through

the acceptance prompt in the user interface.

[0027] The token circuitry 2 12 may generate a contract acceptance token that

includes an acceptance indication for the contract offer terms specified in the

contract offer token 220. In the example shown in Figure 2, the token circuitry 2 2

generates the contract acceptance token 230. The contract acceptance token 230

may include sensor data captured by the electronic device 202, shown as the



accepting device sensor data 231 n Figure 2 For the contract acceptance token

230 ., the token circuitry 212 may include any number of types of sensor data to

record or authenticate the contract acceptance indication, including any

combination of the sensor data discussed above with respect to the contract offer

token 220 The token circuitry 2 12 may include any number of other contract token

elements discussed above as part of the contract acceptance token 230 as well.

Then, token circuitry 2 12 may send the contract acceptance token 230 to the

electronic device 201 as a response to the contract offer token 220.

[0028] n some examples, the token circuitry 2 12 obtains a rejection indication for

the contract offer terms specified in the contract offer token 220. In these

examples, the token circuitry 2 12 may generate and send a contract rejection token

to the electronic device 201 . In contrast to the contract acceptance token, the

contract rejection token may instead include a rejection indication for contract offer

terms, though the contract rejection token may nonetheless include any of the

sensor data or other token elements discussed above. By including sensor data

in a contract acceptance token or contract rejection token generated in response

to the contract offer token 220, the token circuitry 212 may support present or

subsequent authenticity validation of a response to the contact offer terms, which

may resolve disputes over the validity or existence of a contract or offer rejection.

[0029] Electronic devices may exchange distinct contract tokens with one

another. To illustrate, the contract offer token 220 generated by the token circuitry

2 10 of the electronic device 201 may be a distinct, separate data file from the

contract acceptance token 230 generated by the token circuitry 212 of the

electronic device 202. The contract offer token 220 and contract acceptance token

230 may include different GU!Ds, for example, through which electronic devices

may identify the tokens 220 and 230 as separate.

[0030] Token circuitry of an electronic device may pair correlated contract tokens.

For instance, the token circuitry 2 10 may send the contract offer token 220 to the

electronic device 202 as well as store the contract offer token 220 on a local

memory of the electronic device 201 or at a remote storage location. Upon

receiving a response to the contract offer token 220, the token circuitry 2 10 may

pair the response with the contract offer token 220 to record the contract token



exchange for subsequent reference. Thus, in the example shown In Figure 2 , the

token circuitry 2 10 may pair the contract offer token 220 with the contract

acceptance token 230 from the electronic device 202. When the electronic device

202 responds to the contract offer token 220 with a contract rejection token, the

token circuitry 2 may pair the contract offer token 220 with the contract rejection

token. To pair correlated contract tokens, the token circuitry 2 10 may store the

correlated tokens in a common table entry, link the GUlDs of the correlated tokens,

or add an entry to a pairing table mapping correlated tokens.

[0031] The token circuitry of an electronic device may secure a contract token to

prevent tampering. To do so, the token circuitry may employ secure access

mechanisms to limit access to token elements once a contract token is generated.

The token circuitry may use any form of cryptography, public key infrastructure

(PK ) mechanisms, digital signatures, or other access control technologies to

prevent an unauthorized device or party from altering a contract token. In some

examples, the token circuitry may secure a contract token upon generation. In

other examples, the token circuitry may secure a contract token upon resolution,

e.g., upon generation or reception of a contract acceptance token or a contract

rejection token that responds to a contract offer token. n these examples, the

token circuitry may secure the correlated token pair to prevent tampering after

acceptance of a contract or rejection of contract offer terms.

[0032] As described above, token circuitry of an electronic device may support

an exchange of contract tokens with other electronic devices. Doing so may

provide an efficient and reliable mechanism to electronically record or effectuate

an agreement between parties. Sensor data included within or accompanying a

contract token may provide an authenticity indicator, to a different electronic device

to which a contract token is sent or upon subsequent reference. While the above

examples illustrate token exchange in the form of a contract token, the token

circuitry 2 10 and 2 12 may provide token exchange capabilities for any type of

agreement or promise. Token circuitry may include a set of predefined agreement

or contract types that a user may select from when exchanging tokens through

electronic devices. In some examples, the token circuitry may support generation



and exchange of custom token types, e.g., with specific parameters, terms, or

format different from the predefined types provided by the token circuitry.

[0033] As one example, the token circuitry of an electronic device may support

exchange of contract tokens for non-financial contracts, promises, obligations, and

agreements. Thus, the token circuitry may generate and exchange tokens

recording barter exchanges or an agreement involving action without monetary

terms. As another example, the token circuitry may support exchange of tokens

for unilateral promises, actions, or agreements. In this example, the token circuitry

2 10 may generate and send a token to the electronic device 202 indicating a

unilateral promise and the token circuitry 2 12 of the electronic device 202 may

respond with an acknowledgment token. Thus, token exchange capabilities

provided by the token circuitry may record or validate various types of transactions,

agreements, and promises between parties. While many of illustrations presented

herein relate to contract tokens, the token circuitry may consistently implement the

features described above and below for token exchanges of any type.

[0034] Returning to the contract token exchange shown in Figure 2, the electronic

device 201 and the electronic device 202 may each store the contract offer token

220 and the contract acceptance token 230 after the exchange. Thus, either

electronic device may support archiving and reference of the contract exchange

for subsequent reference n some examples, the electronic device 201 , the

electronic device 202, or both, may store paired contract tokens in a remote

location, one example of which is shown in Figure 3 through a token authority.

[0035] Figure 3 shows an example of an electronic device 201 storing contract

tokens at a token authority 3 1 . In particular, the token circuitry 210 may send a

contract offer token 220 and a contract acceptance token 230 to the token authority

3 for archival. The token authority 310 may support subsequent retrieval of the

correlated token pair by an electronic device that generated a token among the

correlated contract tokens. Thus, for a token pairing of the contract offer token 220

and the contract acceptance token 230, the token authority 3 10 may grant access

to the electronic device 201 (which generated the contract offer token 220) and the

electronic device 202 (which generated the contract acceptance token 230).



[0036] The token authority 3 may be remote to the electronic device 201 . Thus,

the token authority 3 10 may provide non-local storage of contract tokens or

correlated token pairs. The token authority 3 10 may take the form of any remote

system accessible to the electronic device 201 , such as a cloud server or a web

server. The token authority 3 10 may include circuitry and logic to implement any

of the token authority features described herein. In some examples, the token

authority 3 10 authenticates the electronic device 201 prior to storing a token on

behalf of the electronic device 201 . The token authority 3 10 may implement any

number of authentication techniques, such as verifying user login and password

data provided by the token circuitry 2 of the electronic device 201 .

[0037] The token authority 3 10 may support token exchanges between electronic

devices. In some examples, the token authority 3 10 itself generates tokens to

exchange between electronic devices. By doing so, the token authority 3 10 may

provide a consistent format and common generation entity for tokens exchanged

between electronic devices. n these examples, the token authority 3 10 may

regulate token generation as well, for example by limiting token generation for a

particular electronic device based on any number of token generation criteria. One

illustration of a contract token exchange through the token authority 3 10 is provided

through Figures 4 and 5 .

[0038] Figure 4 shows an example of a contract token exchange between

electronic devices through the token authority 3 10 . In the example shown in Figure

4, the electronic device 201 initiates a contract token exchange with the electronic

device 202. To do so, the token circuitry 2 10 of the electronic device 201 obtains

an offer term 421 and sensor data 422, for example according to any of the features

discussed above. The token circuitry 2 10 may send the offer term 421 and the

sensor data 422 to the token authority 3 for generation of a contract offer token

that includes the offer term 421 and sensor data 422. The token circuitry 210 may

also send a target device indication to the token authority 3 10, indicating the

electronic device 202 as the target electronic device to receive the contract offer

token generated by the token authority 3 10 .

[0039] The token authority 310 may generate a contract offer token according to

the offer term 421 and sensor data 422 received from the token circuitry 2 10 of the



electronic device 201 . In Figure 4, the token authority 3 10 generates the contract

offer token labeled as 430, which includes the offer term 421 and sensor data 422

provided by the electronic device 201 . The token authority 3 10 may include any

combination of the token elements discussed above within the contract offer token

430 as well, which the token authority 3 10 may obtain from the electronic device

201 (e.g., as provided by the token circuitry 2 10 with the offer term 421 and sensor

data 422) or via other mechanisms. After generating the contract offer token 430,

the token authority 3 10 may send the contract offer token 430 to the electronic

device 202. The token authority 3 10 may archive the contract offer token 430 as

well.

[0040] In some examples, the token authority 3 10 generates the contract offer

token 430 upon determining that any number of token generation criteria are

satisfied. The token generation criteria applied by the token authority 3 10 may be

configurable, for example by a system administrator or user request. A token

generation criterion may be particular to the electronic device 201 , such as a

criterion limiting the number of tokens the electronic device 201 can generate or

receive to a threshold number (e.g., over a predetermined period of time). As

another example, a token generation criterion may limit particular offer terms or

token elements to upper or lower limits, e.g., an upper purchase price threshold,

an upper limit on an offer validity period, or various other numerical limits. These

limits may apply particularly to the electronic device 201 , to a class of devices or

user types, or for each token generated by the token authority 3 10 .

[0041] n some implementations, the token authority 3 10 applies contract

generation criteria to control the quality or type of sensor data provided by the

electronic device 201 . Thus, the token authority 3 10 may require a threshold image

quality or image resolution for sensor data 422 in the form of a user image. The

token generation criteria may specify specific sensor data types that the electronic

device 201 should send in order to generate a contract offer token or a requisite

capture time that the sensor data 422 must satisfy (e.g., captured within a recent

time threshold such as within the previous 24 hours, within the last 2 minutes, or

within the 10 seconds prior to sending to the token authority 3 10). When a token

generation criterion applied by the token authority 3 10 is not satisfied, the token



authority 3 10 may determine not to generate a contract offer token for the

electronic device 201 .

[0042] Figure 5 shows another example of a contract token exchange between

electronic devices through the token authority 3 10 . In Figure 5, the electronic

device 202 may receive the contract offer token 430 from the token authority 3 10,

and the token circuitry 212 of the electronic device 202 may respond with an

acceptance indication 521 and sensor data 522 captured by the electronic device

202. The token circuitry 2 12 may send the acceptance indication 521 and the

sensor data 522 to the token authority 3 10 for generating a contract acceptance

token 530 that responds to the contract offer token 430.

[0043] Upon receiving the acceptance indication 521 and the sensor data 522,

the token authority 310 may generate the contract acceptance token 530 and send

the contract acceptance token 530 to the electronic device 201 . The token

authority 3 10 may apply token generation criteria for generating the contract

acceptance token as well, including any combination of the criteria discussed

above.

[0044] In the example shown in Figure 5, the token authority 3 1 generates the

contract acceptance token 530 to include both the acceptance indication 521 and

the sensor data 522 captured by the electronic device 202. In other examples, the

token authority 310 may generate a token to include selected portions of the sensor

data provided by an electronic device. In these other examples, the token authority

3 10 may include some, but not all, of the sensor data 522 in the contract

acceptance token 530. In some examples, the token authority 3 10 does not

include any of the sensor data 522 in the contract acceptance token 530, though

the token authority 3 10 may store the sensor data 522 for subsequent reference or

token validation. The token authority 310 may flexibly vary the particular sensor

data included in generated tokens according to system requirements for

authenticity, efficiency, resource consumption, or various other factors.

[0045] n the examples shown in Figures 4 and 5, the token authority 3 10 may

itself generate tokens according to token generation criteria. However, the token

authority 3 10 may validate tokens generated by electronic devices. The token

authority 3 0 may validate the content, form, or integrity of a generated token. To



illustrate, an electronic device may send a generated token to the token authority

3 10 for validation, and prior to sending the token to a target electronic device. The

token authority 3 10 may validate the token authority according to any number of

token validation criteria, which may include any combination of the token

generation criteria described above. The token authority 3 10 may determine

whether contract terms are valid or within threshold parameters. The token

authority 3 10 may confirm a generated token is generated according to a particular

format, data type, or structure. Regarding integrity, the token authority 3 10 may

verify that the token has not been tampered, e.g., by verifying the structural integrity

of a generated token. For a custom token, the contract authority 3 1 may verify

the integrity or format of the custom token, but not the content as the content may

be user-specific. Thus, the token authority 3 10 may validate, limit, or control token

exchanges between electronic devices even when the token authority 3 10 itself

does not generate the tokens.

[0046] Upon determining a particular token passes token validation criteria

applied by the token authority 3 1 , the token authority 3 10 may provide a validation

indication to the electronic device that generated the particular token. The token

authority 3 1 may, for instance, embed the validation indication within the particular

token itself by setting a particular field in the token, adding a digital signature for

the token authority 3 1 , or in any number of other ways. Then, the token authority

3 10 may return the particular token with the embedded validation indication to the

electronic device that first generated the particular token. As other examples, the

token authority 310 may provide the validation indication as a separate message

to the electronic device indicating the particular token has been validated. Upon

receiving the validation indication, the electronic device may then send the

particular token to the target electronic device.

[0047] Figure 8 shows an example of logic 800 that an electronic device may

implement to support exchange of contract tokens including sensor data. The

electronic device may implement the logic 600 through token circuitry of the

electronic device, for example as hardware, executable instructions stored on a

machine-readable medium, or in various other ways. As such, the token circuitry



of the electronic device may perform or execute the logic 600 as a method to

support contract token exchange.

[0048] The token circuitry of the electronic device may obtain, through a user

interface of the electronic device, an offer term for a contract (602). The token

circuitry may also receive a token indication to send a contract offer token to a

different electronic device, for example also through the user interface. To include

with the contract offer token, the token circuitry may access sensor data captured

through sensor circuitry of the electronic device (604). In some examples, the

token circuitry instructs the sensor circuitry to capture the sensor data after

receiving the token indication, including any of the sensor data examples provided

above. The token circuitry may then generate a contract offer token that specifies

the offer term and includes the sensor data (606) as well as send the contract offer

token that includes the sensor data to a different electronic device (608).

[0049] n some examples, the token circuitry may further receive a contract

acceptance token different from the contract offer token. The contract acceptance

token and contract offer token may have different GU!Ds for example. The token

circuitry may pair the contract offer token with the contract acceptance token, thus

linking the tokens as part of a common exchange or transaction. The token circuitry

may store the contract offer token, the contract acceptance token, or both at a

token authority. Prior to sending the contract offer token to the different electronic

device, the token circuitry may validate the contract offer token with a token

authority. The token authority may apply any number of criteria to determine

whether to validate the generated contract offer token, including any of the token

validation or token generation criteria presented above.

[0050] Figure 7 shows an example of an electronic device 700 that supports

exchange of contract tokens including sensor data. The electronic device 700 may

be any electronic device, such as a computing system shown in Figure 7, a mobile

phone, a tablet device, or any other electronic device. The electronic device 700

may include a processor 7 0 . The processor 7 0 may include a central processing

unit (CPU), microprocessor, and/or any hardware device suitable for executing

instructions stored on a machine-readable medium.



[0051] The electronic device 700 may include a machine-readable medium 720.

The machine-readable medium 720 may be any non-transitory electronic,

magnetic, optical, or other physical storage device that stores executable

instructions, such as the contract token instructions 722 shown in Figure 7 . Thus,

the machine-readable medium 720 may be, for example, Random Access Memory

(RAM), an Electrically-Erasable Programmable Read-Oniy Memory (EEPROM), a

storage drive, an optical disk, and the like.

[0052] The electronic device 700 may execute instructions stored on the

machine-readable medium 720 through the processor 7 10 . Executing the

instructions may cause the processor 710 to perform or support any combination

of the features described herein, including any features of the token circuitry

described above. To illustrate, executing the contract token instructions 722 may

cause the processor 7 10 to obtain an offer term for a contract through a user

interface of the electronic device 700 and capture sensor data through sensor

circuitry of the electronic device 700. In some examples, the contract token

instructions 722 cause the processor 7 1 to obtain a non-financial offer term as the

offer term. Executing the contract token instructions 722 may further cause the

processor 7 10 to send the offer term and the sensor data to a token authority for

generating, by the token authority, a contract offer token that includes the offer term

and the sensor data and for sending, by the token authority, the contract offer token

that includes the sensor data to a different electronic device.

[0053] in some examples, executing the contract token instructions 722 causes

the processor 7 10 to capture the sensor data by capturing GPS data through a

GPS sensor circuitry of the electronic device 700 and send the sensor data by

sending the GPS data to the token authority for generating a contract offer token

that includes the GPS data. In other examples, executing the contract token

instructions 722 causes the processor 710 to capture the sensor data by capturing

a user image through a camera of the electronic device 700 and send the sensor

data by sending the user image to the token authority for generating a contract

offer token that includes the user image. The contract token instructions 722 may

support generation of non-financial tokens, e.g., tokens without financial terms.

Thus, executing the contract token instructions 722 may cause the processor 710



to send the offer term and the sensor data to a token authority for generating, by

the token authority, a contract offer token without a financial offer term.

[0054] The methods, devices, systems, and logic described above, including the

token circuitry, may be implemented in many different ways in many different

combinations of hardware, executable instructions stored on a machine-readable

medium, or both. For example, token circuitry may include circuitry in a controller,

a microprocessor, or an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), or may be

implemented with discrete logic or components, or a combination of other types of

analog or digital circuitry, combined on a single integrated circuit or distributed

among multiple integrated circuits. A product, such as a computer program

product, may include a storage medium and machine readable instructions stored

on the medium, which when executed in an endpoint, computer system, or other

device, cause the device to perform operations according to any of the description

above.

[0055] The processing capability of the systems, devices, and circuitry described

herein, including the token circuitry, may be distributed among multiple system

components, such as among multiple processors and memories, optionally

including multiple distributed processing systems. Parameters, databases, and

other data structures may be separately stored and managed, may be incorporated

into a single memory or database, may be logically and physically organized in

many different ways, and may implemented in many ways, including data

structures such as linked lists, hash tables, or implicit storage mechanisms.

Programs may be parts (e.g., subroutines) of a single program, separate programs,

distributed across several memories and processors, or implemented in many

different ways, such as in a library, such as a shared library (e.g., a dynamic link

library (DLL)). The DLL, for example, may store code that performs any of the

system processing described above.

[0056] While various examples have been described above, many more

implementations are possible.



CLA!W!S

1. A method comprising:

by token circuitry of an eiectronic device:

obtaining, through a user interface of the eiectronic device, an offer term for

a contract;

accessing sensor data through sensor circuitry of the electronic device;

generating a contract offer token that specifies the offer term and includes

the sensor data; and

sending the contract offer token that includes the sensor data to a different

electronic device.

2 . The method of claim , wherein:

accessing the sensor data comprises accessing a user image captured

through a camera of the electronic device; and

generating the contract offer token comprises generating the contract offer

token to include the user image.

3 . The method of claim , wherein:

accessing the sensor data comprises accessing location data captured

through a location sensor circuitry of the electronic device; and

generating the contract offer token comprises generating the contract offer

token to include the location data.

4 . The method of , further comprising, prior to sending the contract offer token

to the different eiectronic device:

validating the contract offer token with a token authority.

5 . The method of , further comprising, after sending the contract offer token:

receiving a contract acceptance token from the different electronic device,

the contract acceptance token different from the contract offer token and including

an acceptance indication for the offer term specified in the contract offer token; and



pairing the contract offer token with the contract acceptance token to form

a contract token pair.

8 . The method of 5, wherein the contract offer token and the contract

acceptance token differ by having differing giobal unique identifier values.

7 . The method of claim 5, wherein the contract acceptance token further

includes sensor data captured by the different electronic device.

8 . An electronic device comprising:

sensor circuitry to capture sensor data; and

contract token circuitry to:

generate a contract acceptance token comprising:

an acceptance indication; and

the sensor data captured by the sensor circuitry; and

send the contract acceptance token comprising the sensor data to a

different electronic device.

9 . The device of claim 8, wherein the contract token circuitry is to generate the

contract acceptance token after receiving a contract offer token from the different

electronic device.

10 . The device of claim 9, wherein the contract token circuitry is further to pair

the contract acceptance token with the contract offer token from the different

electronic device.

. The device of claim 9 , wherein the contract offer token specifies a non-

financial offer term; and

wherein the contract token circuitry is to generate the contract acceptance

token to include the acceptance indication for the non-financial offer term.



12 . A non-transitory machine-readable medium storing executable instructions

that, when executed by a processor, cause the processor to:

obtain an offer term for a contract through a user interface of an electronic

device;

capture sensor data through sensor circuitry of the electronic device; and

send the offer term and the sensor data to a token authority for generating,

by the token authority, a contract offer token that includes the offer term and the

sensor data and for sending, by the token authority, the contract offer token that

includes the sensor data to a different electronic device.

13 . The non-transitory machine-readable medium of claim 12, wherein the

executable instructions cause the processor to:

capture the sensor data by capturing global positioning system (GPS) data

through a GPS sensor circuitry of the electronic device; and

send the sensor data by sending the GPS data to the token authority for

generating a contract offer token that includes the GPS data.

14. The non-transitory machine-readable medium of claim 12, wherein the

executable instructions further cause the processor to:

capture the sensor data by capturing a user image captured through a

camera of the electronic device; and

send the sensor data by sending the user image to the token authority for

generating a contract offer token that includes the user image.

15 . The non-transitory machine-readable medium of claim 12, wherein the

executable instructions cause the processor to send the offer term and the sensor

data to a token authority for generating, by the token authority, a contract offer

token without a financial offer term.
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